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4611 Go home! 

Clearly, after this life-and-death trial, mie xuanling had completely regarded Chen Xiaobei as one of her 

own. She was even willing to teach Chen Xiaobei the Supreme holy ancestor-level secret technique! 

“I want to learn!” 

 I have a possession puppet! If I can use it with this secret skill, I’ll be able to disguise my true strength! 

It’ll be very useful at critical moments!  

Chen Xiaobei had used the chaos Blood Sword to perform the demonic Slaughter’s possession, turning 

the origin Dao divine ancestor into a puppet that he could control perfectly! 

The entire sky burial Yuan sacred clan knew that the origin Dao divine ancestor had obtained a Supreme 

opportunity. 

If the origin Dao divine ancestor did not become stronger, this lie would be exposed very quickly. 

On the other hand, if Chen Xiaobei could use the mystic spirit extermination secret technique to fake the 

cultivation of the origin Dao divine ancestor, the entire sky burial Yuan divine clan would believe in the 

authenticity of the Supreme opportunity and support the young master of the origin Dao divine 

ancestor! 

Under such circumstances, the Saint burial’s Supreme divine ancestor would also pay more attention to 

the origin Dao divine ancestor! 

This meant that Chen Xiaobei had planted a super hidden chess piece in the sky-burier Yuan sacred clan! 

More importantly, the Saint burial’s Supreme divine ancestor would never suspect this hidden chess 

piece. Instead, he would place great importance on this hidden chess piece and protect it with all his 

might, even nurturing it with all his might! 

It could even be said without exaggeration that the use of this hidden chess piece was definitely far 

greater than destroying Xuan Ling’s clone spy in a large domain! 

“Then let’s change to a more hidden place and start learning!” 

Mie xuanling said indifferently, ” although this secret technique is just a smokescreen, it is still at the 

Supreme holy ancestor level. It is very difficult to learn. It will take at least thousands of years!  Find a 

place to hide so that we won’t be discovered!” 

Clearly, mie xuanling was very thoughtful. 

However, she had underestimated Chen Xiaobei’s ability to learn. 

“No need, I’ll just learn here.” 
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Chen Xiaobei smiled.  I’m a fast learner. It won’t take me too long. Besides, this place is quite safe. I can 

finish my lessons before I leave.  

“Are you sure?” Mie xuanling looked at Chen Xiaobei in disbelief. 

However, the two of them were currently at the exit of the secret realm. This area was indeed very safe, 

and ordinary people wouldn’t be able to reach here. 

“Come on! Let’s begin!” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled confidently. 

“Alright then …” 

After that, mie xuanling began to teach Chen Xiaobei the special secret skill. 

At first, mie xuanling did not believe that Chen Xiaobei would be able to learn it so quickly. 

However, as the lesson went on, mie xuanling was shocked by Chen Xiaobei. 

“You’re simply too amazing!” He was full of praise. You were able to instantly understand every 

incantation I taught you. All the important and difficult points seemed to not exist in front of you, and 

you were able to master them in an instant! If I hadn’t cultivated a secret technique myself, I would’ve 

suspected that this secret technique wasn’t even at the level of a Supreme sacred ancestor!” 

“I’ve succeeded!” 

After a while, Chen Xiaobei let out a cry of excitement. 

Under mie xuanling’s astonished gaze, he had succeeded and completely mastered the secret skill. 

“Whoosh …” 

Then, Chen Xiaobei activated the secret skill. 

The Saint Qi in Chen Xiaobei’s body changed dramatically. 

“Yes, you have a good grasp of it!” 

Mie xuanling nodded in affirmation.   now, I’m checking your cultivation. You’re at the early stage of 

Nine Star divine ancestor. You’re perfect, and no one can see any flaws!  

“Awesome!” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said excitedly, ”  with this secret technique, I can even pretend to 

be at the sacred ancestor level!  

“That’s right! You can indeed do it!” 

 of course, ” mie xuanling said solemnly, ” however, the secret technique to disguise one’s realm is not a 

big secret. Almost everyone knows about it! Therefore, if you disguise your cultivation level too 

exaggeratedly, you won’t be able to deceive anyone!” 



There were only 11 Supreme divine ancestors in the world. If Chen Xiaobei also pretended to be a 

Supreme divine ancestor, no one would believe him. 

In other words, a fake cultivation realm could only achieve the best effect when it was within the scope 

of trust. 

Otherwise, if the disguise was too exaggerated, the other party would only have to force you to attack 

with your full strength once to determine your true cultivation realm. Then, the disguise would lose its 

meaning! 

“Of course I know that!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes were shining. He was thinking of a new way to play. 

After all, Chen Xiaobei had always been very good at scheming. With this secret skill, he would definitely 

be able to do a lot better. 

“What are your plans next?” Mie xuanling asked. 

“I haven’t decided yet.” 

 I don’t think so!  Chen Xiaobei said, ” in this situation, the most important thing is to hide our identity. If 

we act rashly, we’ll only invite more trouble!  

“If that’s the case, why don’t you come home with me?” Said mie xuanling. 

 go home with you?!  Chen Xiaobei was stunned.   this isn’t very good, right?!  

“What’s wrong with that?” 

 yes, ” mie xuanling said.  my family can be trusted. Furthermore, they have the protection of our 

Supreme divine ancestor. It’s safer than anywhere else!  

 that’s fine …  Chen Xiaobei thought for a while. There was really no place that he had to go. 

If he followed mie xuanling home, he would be safe and could also make plans with mie xuanling to 

deepen their alliance. 

…… 

After that, Chen Xiaobei and mie xuanling stepped into the void and returned to the territory controlled 

by the Holy extermination clan. 

This time, the two of them had arrived at the core of the Holy extermination clan’s territory. 

Compared to the outer regions, the core region was not large in size and had a small population. 

However, the people who could live there were all very powerful. 

Of course, this was normal. After all, the higher the level of the ancestral Saint realm, the fewer people 

there would be. 

With fewer people, the area they needed to occupy would naturally be smaller. 



When he arrived at mie xuanling’s house, Chen Xiaobei saw a few of her family members. Even the 

weakest one was a five-star divine ancestor. 

If mie xuanling did not receive it personally, a peak three-star divine ancestor like Chen Xiaobei would 

not even be qualified to enter. He would not even be qualified to be a guard. 

“Sister! You’re back?” 

At this moment, a young man walked out from the depths of the house and looked at mie xuanling with 

a faint smile. 

Although this young man called her sister mie xuanling, there was a huge difference between him and 

mie xuanling in terms of appearance, temperament, and cultivation. 

An early-stage six-star divine ancestor with an ugly appearance and a wretched temperament. 

Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. Was this guy really miexuan Ling’s brother? 
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“Yes, I’m back.” 

 yes, ” mie xuanling replied indifferently. Although she didn’t deny her relationship with this fellow, it 

wasn’t hard to tell that they didn’t have a good relationship. 

“Who is this?” 

The man squinted his eyes and looked at Chen Xiaobei from head to toe. The corners of his mouth 

curved into a half-smile. 

“This is my friend.” Mie xuanling said coldly. 

The man smiled and appeared very friendly.   Hello, I’m mie xuanyu. My sister’s friends are my friends. 

From now on, we’re on the same side!  

“Hello,” he said. Chen Xiaobei nodded politely. Even though mie xuanyu looked friendly, he gave off a 

perverted vibe, and Chen Xiaobei did not have a good impression of him. 

“Don’t mess with my friend!” 

Mie xuanling glanced at mie xuanyu coldly, as if warning him. 

“Yes, sir.” 

Mie xuanyu nodded with a cheeky smile. 

“Let’s go,” he said. 

Mie xuanling called Chen Xiaobei and they walked deeper into the inner courtyard. 
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As soon as they left, mie xuanyu’s face was filled with a sinister and murderous aura. He cursed in a low 

voice, ” “Little bitch! What’s with the act? I’ll step on you sooner or later! And that useless friend of 

yours, what kind of trash cultivation base is that? I’ll play him to death sooner or later!” 

…… 

In the inner court. 

While floating in the air, mie xuanling said, ” “I’ll bring you to the guest room now. You can use the Saint 

Qi in the space as you wish, and if you need anything else, just tell me!” 

“Alright,” he said. Chen Xiaobei nodded helplessly. 

From the beginning, Chen Xiaobei had noticed that the entire realm was filled with dense saintly 

celestial energy. Especially after he arrived at mie xuanling’s house, the amount of saintly celestial 

energy in the realm was a few hundred times more than the outside! 

If Chen Xiaobei were to use this energy to cultivate, he would not be able to use up all the energy in the 

mansion before he reached the level of a seven-star divine ancestor. 

However, Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation had already reached the bottleneck of a major realm. Before he 

could break through, he could not continue to cultivate. So, even though there was a lot of Saint Qi in 

this space, Chen Xiaobei had almost no use for it! 

It was indeed a bit of a pity! 

Of course, other than his own cultivation, Chen Xiaobei could also use the Saint Qi to charge the 

treasure! 

Chen Xiaobei still had dozens of mid-stage five-star ancestral energy bars! However, the chaos Blood 

Sword and the myriad DAOs Saint Emperor armor were both peak five-star divine ancestors. The energy 

they had was far from enough! 

Now, with mie xuanling’s promise, Chen Xiaobei could use the saintly celestial energy in the house to 

charge the two magical items with enough power to activate them ten times! 

This meant that Chen Xiaobei had two more trump cards! 

After all, the chaos Blood Sword and the myriad DAOs Saint Emperor armor were both Supreme in 

quality. When they were used with the power of a peak five-star divine ancestor, they could defeat a six-

star divine ancestor! 

To Chen Xiaobei, this was a significant upgrade! 

Mie xuanling continued, ” you can rest in your room later. When my father returns, I’ll bring you to meet 

him!  After that, you can stay in my house!” 

It was obvious that even though mie xuanling’s status was transcendent and he was the young master of 

the Holy extermination clan, he was still a member of the Holy extermination clan. 

But in this house, her father was still the head of the family. So, Chen Xiaobei’s arrival must be approved 

by her father. 



Of course, this wasn’t a difficult task. After all, her father had never rejected anything that mie xuanling 

had asked for all these years. 

“No problem,” he said. 

Chen Xiaobei nodded. He was really curious and asked, ”  is that mie xuanyu really your brother? ” 

Mie xuanling’s expression turned ugly and he said coldly, ” “Half-father, half-mother …” 

 this …  Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. Even though it was not uncommon for people of different 

mothers to have the same father, he could tell from mie xuanling’s expression that there was more to 

this than met the eye. 

“Actually, there’s no harm in telling you.” Mie xuanling composed himself and his expression was a little 

complicated. 

In fact, Chen Xiaobei did not even ask her. She had been keeping it in her heart for a long time and did 

not have the chance to tell anyone. At this moment, because of her absolute trust in Chen Xiaobei, she 

could not help but want to tell him. 

“Okay, then tell me.” Chen Xiaobei was smart enough to read her mind. He was willing to listen to her. 

“That was a long time ago.” 

 yes, ” mie xuanling said in a deep voice.  my father and mother were very loving. After giving birth to 

me, our family of three lived a very happy life! However, the profound Sage clan hoped to get closer to 

our clan, so they proposed a marriage alliance!” 

“At that time, the profound Sage clan’s Supreme divine ancestor was very sincere and decided to 

directly marry his own daughter! The son-in-law he chose was the core Grand Elder of my clan, who was 

also my father, mie cangheng!” 

“In fact, at that time, only my father’s status was worthy of the other party! So, my father couldn’t 

refuse! Otherwise, you’ll definitely anger the profound Sage Supreme divine ancestor and cause hatred 

and conflict between the two races!” 

“Logically speaking, it’s a very common thing for a man to have three wives and four concubines, so my 

mother didn’t object to this marriage! But the problem is that after that woman married over, she 

refused to be a concubine, and insisted on being the principal wife!” 

At this point, mie xuanling’s expression turned extremely ugly. Her beautiful eyes were filled with 

uncontrollable anger. 

It was obvious that the other party’s behavior was unreasonable and overbearing. It was a great 

humiliation to mie xuanling’s mother. 

After a pause, mie xuanling suppressed his anger and continued, ” “After all, that woman is the daughter 

of a profound Sage-level Supreme divine ancestor! For the sake of my father, and for the sake of my 

Holy extermination clan, mother could only swallow her anger and give up her position as the wife to 

become a concubine!” 



“However, this is only the beginning of our despair! After that woman entered the house, she put on the 

airs of a lady and used all sorts of methods to bully my mother. At that time, I was still young and didn’t 

understand these things. I only remember that my mother would always wash her face with tears!” 

“After that, I was accepted as a personal disciple by my race’s Supreme holy ancestor, so I left my home 

and went to the Holy extermination Supreme domain to cultivate! The next year, my mother died at 

home! My father told me that my mother died of depression …” 

At this point, mie xuanling’s eyes were slightly red and tears flowed out uncontrollably. 

Even Chen Xiaobei’s face was filled with anger. 

Dying in depression was obviously just an excuse! 

The real cause of death of mie xuanling’s mother was not that simple! 

Moreover, even if she really died of depression, it would not be a good result! 

After all, how much humiliation, bullying, pain, and despair did a person have to go through before they 

would die from depression? 

At the thought of this, mie xuanling’s heart ached as if it was being pricked by needles. 

Even Chen Xiaobei was furious. 
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4613 Xuan zhenyi! 

 later on, that woman gave birth to mie xuanyu. As I spent most of my time cultivating in the Holy 

extermination Supreme domain, I didn’t interact with them often. When I came back occasionally, mie 

xuanyu would always be very enthusiastic and obedient, just like what you saw just now.  

 don’t be fooled by mie xuanyu’s appearance, ” mie xuanling said coldly.  don’t be fooled by mie 

xuanyu’s appearance!  Although I don’t have much contact with him, he has a very bad reputation! He’s 

tyrannical, bullies the weak, and even kills innocent people. He’s bloodthirsty!” 

In fact, even without mie xuanling’s reminder, Chen Xiaobei did not have a good impression of mie 

xuanyu. 

Chen Xiaobei could see through mie xuanyu’s wretched and dark aura. Daggers were hidden in smiles 

and needles were hidden in cotton! On the surface, he was amiable, but behind the scenes, he was 

trying his best to stab her in the back. This was the kind of person! 

“I’m a little strange …” 

 Oh? ” Chen Xiaobei frowned.  since the profound divine Supreme divine ancestor is so sincere, he even 

married his own daughter!  Then, why didn’t your two tribes form an alliance back then? You’re 

dragging things out until now, so that old thief xuanzhao can talk about the Alliance?” 

Chen Xiaobei had pointed out a huge contradiction. 
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Logically speaking, the reason why the profound Sage Supreme divine ancestor had married his own 

daughter to mie cangheng back then was because he wanted to use marriage to firmly tie the profound 

Sage Tribe and the Holy extermination tribe together and form a strong Alliance. 

However, the two clans did not form an official Alliance because of that marriage! 

On the contrary, it was only recently that the profound Sage Tribe had sent divine ancestor xuanzhao 

over to discuss the matter of an Alliance between the two races! 

This was indeed very abnormal! 

“Actually, many people have doubts about this question of yours! However, only the two races 

“Supreme divine ancestors know the truth behind this!” 

 I don’t think so.  mie xuanling thought for a moment and said, ” however, I’m guessing that some other 

forces don’t want our two races to form an alliance, so they sabotaged it in secret and eventually caused 

the Alliance to fail!  

“Hmm, your guess is very reasonable!” 

 that’s right!  Chen Xiaobei nodded.  look at that old bastard xuanzhao! The outside forces have already 

infiltrated the core upper echelons of the profound Sage Tribe! If I’m not wrong, even the core upper 

echelons of your Holy extermination clan have people from outside forces! And these people can indeed 

have a negative impact on the Alliance!” 

It was obvious that the one who did not want the profound Sage Tribe and the Saint extermination tribe 

to form an alliance the most was the sky burial Yuan sacred tribe! 

After all, the sky burial Yuan sacred clan and the Holy extermination clan had a deep enmity. They 

definitely did not want to see the Holy extermination clan obtain a powerful ally of the highest level. 

Therefore, it was very likely that the sky burial Yuan sacred clan was behind this. 

In addition, the demonized great saint Supreme divine ancestor probably didn’t want the Holy 

extermination tribe to ally with the profound Sage Tribe. After all, the goal of the demonized great saint 

Supreme divine ancestor was to become the Supreme ruler of the world! 

If the two top-tier clans were to form an alliance, it would undoubtedly make it more difficult for the 

demonized great saint Supreme divine ancestor to dominate the world! 

For this reason, mie xuanling’s guess was very reasonable. 

There were already two opposing forces that could be seen with the naked eye. 

There were probably more than two hidden forces. 

Under the manipulation of these people, it was completely reasonable that the first Alliance between 

the Xuan mie and Xuan mie races was destroyed. 

Fortunately, the profound Sage and the Holy extermination divine ancestors were both wise people, and 

after so many years, they had decided to restart the Alliance. 



Of course, there was another possibility. The second alliance wasn’t just for the sake of an Alliance. It 

was also because there was a huge benefit that tempted them at this point in time! 

An Alliance might just be a ladder to gain benefits! 

 it’s been confirmed that that old bastard xuanzhao is working for the demonized Supreme divine 

ancestor. I’ll report this to my master. Who knows, the second alliance might fail.  

Mie xuanling’s brows furrowed slightly and her eyes dimmed. She was clearly worried and anxious about 

the current situation. 

“Don’t look so sad!” 

 leave these big things to the big shots. You just have to report it to them. Your Sifu will make the 

decision for the rest of the matter!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Yes, sure.” 

 yes!  mie xuanling nodded and said, ” I’ll meet master after I bring you to meet father and explain 

everything to him!  

“That’s right!” 

Chen Xiaobei reminded her, ” “When you go to your master, do not ever mention the one word Saint 

destroyer curse or the ten thousand Dao secret realm! You Must Remember This!” 

“This …” 

Mie xuanling’s expression froze for a moment and he said, ” “Are you worried that my master will covet 

the one word Saint destroyer curse and harm you?” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, ” “I don’t mean to be disrespectful to your master. It’s just that you can’t 

let your guard down! The temptation of the one-word Saint-Killing Curse was enough to drive anyone 

crazy! I just don’t want to get into trouble!” 

“I understand.” 

 yes!  mie xuanling nodded and said, ” as long as you trust me, I’ll definitely keep my mouth shut!  I 

won’t mention it to anyone!” 

 of course I trust you!  Chen Xiaobei chuckled.  otherwise, I wouldn’t have saved your life!  

Mie xuanling pursed her lips as she recalled how her life was hanging by a thread. Her heart was still 

cold. If Chen Xiaobei had not risked his life to save her, mie xuanling would have been dead. 

This was something that mie xuanling would never forget. So, she would definitely keep Chen Xiaobei’s 

Secret, even to her closest people! 

Soon after. 

Mie xuanling brought Chen Xiaobei to a guest room. 



Although it was a guest room, it was spacious and luxurious enough. The Saint Qi in the room was also 

extremely abundant. 

Chen Xiaobei did not hold back. Just as he had planned, he filled the chaos Blood Sword and the 

thousand DAOs Holy Emperor armor with energy. 

In this way, these two peak five-star divine ancestor level super trump cards could be activated ten 

times at their strongest power, which could wipe out powerful enemies of a higher realm! 

Just thinking about it made him feel great! 

After a period of time. 

Mie xuanling came over again and asked Chen Xiaobei to go with her to meet her father, mie cangheng. 

On the way to the living room, mie xuanling was worried that Chen Xiaobei would be nervous, so she 

consoled him. 

Mie xuanling told Chen Xiaobei that her father only looked dignified on the outside, but in reality, he 

doted on her a lot. She told Chen Xiaobei not to worry and that he would not be put in a difficult 

position. 

Chen Xiaobei’s state of mind was so strong that he was not nervous at all. 

Chen Xiaobei would not be moved even if the Supreme divine ancestor, Saint destroyer, was here, let 

alone mie cangheng. 

However! 

The moment they stepped into the living room, Chen Xiaobei and mie xuanling’s faces changed! 

He had never expected this! 

At this moment, besides mie xuanling’s father, mie cangheng, sitting in the middle of the living room 

was a middle-aged woman who was dressed in luxurious jewelry! 

Xuan zhenyi! 
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Mie cangheng was indeed very majestic. 

As the core great elder of the Holy extermination clan, mie cangheng was already an existence above 

the entire clan. His entire person exuded the powerful aura of a superior! 

Most people didn’t even dare to look at him directly. Even if they just stood around him with their heads 

lowered, they would be frightened and out of their wits! 

However! 

Xuan zhenyi, who was at the side, actually had an even more terrifying aura pressure than mie 

cangheng! 
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This woman was just sitting quietly at the moment. She didn’t move at all, but she could give people a 

sense of heaviness like mountains and oceans! 

He could clearly feel that mie cangheng was being suppressed by this woman! 

Of course, this was also very normal. After all, Xuan zhenyi was the biological daughter of the profound 

Sage Supreme divine ancestor. She had a respected status and Noble status. The blood of the Supreme 

divine ancestor flowed in her bones, and she was born to stand at the top of the world! 

Moreover, Xuan zhenyi didn’t seem to be just a head higher in terms of aura, even in terms of 

cultivation strength, there was a faint trend of surpassing mie cangheng! 

This was the first time Chen Xiaobei had met them, and he was not sure who the real head of the family 

was! 

“Father! Aunt!” 

Mie xuanling composed himself and took the initiative to bow. It seemed very natural, but in fact, mie 

xuanling was filled with great doubts. 

He had clearly only used a communication rune to contact his father, so why did this woman appear at 

the same time? 

Of course, regardless of the reason, mie xuanling still had to show his due respect. 

“Yes.” 

Mie cangheng nodded and glanced at Xuan zhenyi. Seeing that she had no intention of speaking, he 

continued, ” “This must be the friend you mentioned?” 

“Yes, I am!” 

 this is young master beixuan, ” mie xuanling introduced.  he helped me when I was in danger, so I’ve 

invited him to my house as a guest!  

It was obvious that with Xuan zhenyi present, mie xuanling did not dare to reveal too much inside 

information and could only give a vague and simple introduction. 

“Good, good, good! You are a guest …” 

Mie cangheng doted on mie xuanling and did not want to ask too much. He agreed to let Chen Xiaobei 

stay. 

But at this moment, Xuan zhenyi interrupted mie cangheng. 

 he helped you before, so you should just give him some gifts to thank him. Why are you inviting him to 

your house?!  Xuan zhenyi’s tone was serious and very domineering, as if she was questioning him. 

Mie xuanling had never liked Xuan zhenyi. Her pretty face turned cold and she retorted, ” “Second 

brother often brings his friends back as guests! Why can’t I?” 

“Nonsense!” 



“You’re a woman!” Xuan zhenyi said solemnly. Reputation and chastity were more important than 

anything else! It’s one thing for you to bring a female friend back, but for some reason, you’ve brought a 

man back. If this gets out, where will your father and I put our faces?” 

As soon as he said this, even mie cangheng nodded and echoed,”Xuan Ling! You did not do this well! 

Bringing a man back for no reason, I don’t know what kind of rumors will spread outside!” 

 father …  mie xuanling frowned and the anger in her eyes could not be concealed. 

Just now, mie cangheng was still saying that the visitor was a guest, but as soon as Xuan zhenyi opened 

her mouth, mie cangheng immediately changed his words. 

It was obvious that mie xuanling’s anger at this moment was not because Xuan zhenyi was making 

things difficult for him, but because his father had stopped siding with him at some point in time and 

had even become Xuan zhenyi’s echo! 

How did his father, who was once domineering and majestic, become like this? 

Even Chen Xiaobei was confused by what he saw. 

How could the Grand Elder of the Holy extermination clan be such a wifey coward? 

If this were to spread, not only would mie cangheng lose face, but the entire Holy extermination clan 

would also lose face! 

This was definitely more unacceptable than killing xuanling and bringing a man home! 

“You’re young master beixuan, right?” 

Xuan Qianyi’s face was cold as she said solemnly, ” “Since you’ve helped Xuan Ling, we naturally have to 

thank you! Just tell us what you want, we’ll definitely satisfy you! However, you can’t be a guest at 

home!” 

 this …  hearing this, mie xuanling’s brows furrowed deeply. He seemed very angry. 

It was mie xuanling who had invited Chen Xiaobei earlier. But now, Xuan zhenyi’s decision was like a slap 

to mie xuanling’s face. It also put Chen Xiaobei in a difficult position. 

Mie xuanling was really furious and almost wanted to have a big fight with Xuan zhenyi. 

“It’s okay!” 

At this crucial moment, Chen Xiaobei stepped forward and said, ” “I’ll naturally talk to Xuan Ling about 

the thank you gift. You don’t have to worry about it, Madam! I’ll leave now and won’t cause you any 

trouble!” 

Xuan zhenyi narrowed her eyes and said coldly, ” “A wise man submits to circumstances. Young master 

beixuan, you’ve made the right choice! Take care, I won’t send you off!” 

As soon as he said this, mie cangheng only nodded repeatedly and didn’t dare to say anything. 

“I’ll send you off!” 



 let’s go!  mie xuanling shouted, knowing that she could not change the outcome. Then, she followed 

Chen Xiaobei out. 

When the two of them walked to the front yard, they saw mie xuanyu standing in the middle of the road 

with a cheeky smile. Did this guy just happen to pass by? Or was he waiting for Chen Xiaobei and 

miexuan Ling? 

“Sister! Your friend just arrived, why are you leaving?” 

Mie xuanyu laughed coldly. His eyes were filled with mockery and provocation. 

If he was not mistaken, Xuan zhenyi, who had suddenly appeared, was found by this fellow. 

“Get lost!” 

 shut up!  mie xuanling was furious. She would not be nice to mie xuanyu. She scolded him coldly and 

took Chen Xiaobei out of the door. 

After they were far away, mie xuanyu laughed coldly again, ” “Once I get out of this door, I can do 

whatever I want! Let’s see how much longer you can be arrogant, you little bitch!” 

…… 

“I’m really sorry. I didn’t know things would turn out like this …” 

The first thing mie xuanling did when she came out was to apologize to Chen Xiaobei. Her pretty face 

was filled with guilt. 

“It’s fine.” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, ” “I’m used to wandering around, so it doesn’t matter where I live! You, 

on the other hand, might have to be careful!” 

“Me? Be careful of what?” Mie xuanling’s expression froze and he was very puzzled. 

“I always feel that your father is acting weird!” Chen Xiaobei said, ” “With his status, he shouldn’t be like 

this today!” 

“You’re right!” 

 yes!  mie xuanling thought for a moment and said, ” I also think that father has changed a lot. In the 

past, although father would give in to that woman Xuan zhenyi, he definitely wouldn’t be so afraid of 

her!  

“If there’s something strange, there must be a demon!” 

 don’t worry!  Chen Xiaobei said, ” even though I’m not sure what will happen, you must remember that 

you must always be on your guard! If you encounter any difficulties, remember to contact me 

immediately! Don’t forget, we’re already allies!” 

“Alright, I’ll remember that.” Mie xuanling nodded and asked, ” “Where do you plan to go next?” 
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 I haven’t decided where to go yet. The current situation is special, and it’s not good for me to expose 

my identity. It’s most important to keep a low profile.  

Chen Xiaobei said. 

If not for the fact that he was afraid of exposing his identity, Chen Xiaobei could have gone to life ending 

city and fought two more rounds to obtain all the Holy leader’s body he needed to further increase his 

cultivation. 

Of course, now that Lu Bao had become a fully grown pan Sheng puppet, as long as he had the materials 

and energy, he could also create sacred ancestor black resin or other heavenly treasures with the same 

function as the sacred ancestor black resin. 

This way, the sacred ancestor’s corpse was not necessarily a must. 

“Since you haven’t decided yet, why don’t you stay on Saint perishing mountain for the time being? I 

have a heavenly paradise there. Although there isn’t much furniture inside, it’s clean and quiet.” Said 

mie xuanling. 

“What kind of place is Saint perishing mountain? Will my staying there affect you?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“Saint destruction mountain is a holy mountain that leads to the Supreme domain of Saint destruction. 

It is also where our race’s Supreme Saint ancestor’s sect is! There are 10 personal disciples and 100 

honorary disciples!” 

Mie xuanling said, ” all the disciples have their own grotto-heavens and blessed lands on the mountain. 

As Saint destruction mountain is extremely vast, unless they specifically come to find someone, the 

disciples will almost never bump into each other. Naturally, it won’t affect me in any way.  

“Alright, then.” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded.  then I’ll stay there for the time being. I’ll lay low for a while and think about our 

Alliance’s future plans. I’ll leave immediately after that. It shouldn’t take too long!  

…… 

Soon after. 

Under mie xuanling’s lead, Chen Xiaobei arrived at Saint destruction mountain. 

This was indeed a huge mountain range, one could see the Four Seasons from this mountain, and the 

entire space was filled with dense and pure Saint Qi, it felt like it was inexhaustible! 

The main peak of the mountain range was high enough to reach the nine Heavens. According to mie 

xuanling, the peak of the mountain was the Holy extermination Supreme domain where the Supreme 

holy ancestor resided! 
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After entering the mountain, the two of them went up. 

As mie xuanling was the young master of the Holy extermination clan, her Grotto-heaven was the 

closest to the peak of the Holy extermination mountain. 

It showed that he was above everyone else. 

“Whoosh …” 

The Blessed Grotto-heaven was sealed and could only be opened by mie xuanling. 

With a thought from mie xuanling, a ray of white light rose and the hidden cave entrance appeared in 

front of Chen Xiaobei. 

Chen Xiaobei was shocked beyond words. 

This was because the entire cave was made from a huge piece of white jade. 

More importantly, this wasn’t any ordinary Jade, but a peak sacred ancestor level treasure! 

A treasure of this level was already extremely rare. It was even rarer to see such a huge and intact one 

without a single crack. 

Moreover, to hollow out the Jade’s interior, one would need supreme power. 

It was not an exaggeration to say that this white jade Grotto-heaven was absolutely unique and unique 

in this world! 

It was truly extremely shocking! It was a huge visual impact! 

 this is a complete pure heart Saint Jade that my master found in the xuwang sacred heavenly domain. 

He hollowed it out with great power and placed it in the mountain, making it my blessed paradise!  

Mie xuanling could tell that Chen Xiaobei was surprised, so she gave him a brief introduction. 

“I … I’m afraid it’s not appropriate for me to just move in like this …” 

“If your Sifu finds out about this, I’m afraid he’ll be angry!” Chen Xiaobei said hesitantly. 

It was obvious that the Supreme holy ancestor had gone to great lengths to help mie xuanling build a 

Grotto-heaven so that mie xuanling could stay away from the world. 

If Chen Xiaobei moved in, he would bring the aura of the mortal world into the room. There was a 

chance that it would affect mie xuanling’s Brahma pure and dustless body. 

At that time, even if mie xuanling didn’t care, the Supreme holy ancestor would definitely be angry. 

“There’s nothing inappropriate about it!” 

 master has always doted on me, ” mie xuanling said.  besides, I won’t be using my clone for a while. 

Master won’t ask if I’m contaminated with the mortal world!  



It was obvious that the reason why the Supreme holy ancestor and mie xuanling had been so strict with 

mie xuanling was that his clone was carrying out a spy mission. Once the clone revealed any flaws, it 

would be fatal! 

However, now that the mission to kill xuanling had failed, the control in this area would not be as strict 

as before! 

In fact, according to mie xuanling, the Supreme holy ancestor wouldn’t even ask! 

“Then … Alright.” 

 yes!  Chen Xiaobei nodded.  I’ll stay here for a while. If it affects you, I’ll leave immediately!  

“Put it down! It won’t affect me much!” 

Mie xuanling’s face turned cold. Recalling what had happened at home, she said angrily, ” “If anyone 

dares to say that I brought a man back, I will tell them that you are my man! It’s perfectly justifiable for 

us to live together!” 

 this …  Chen Xiaobei’s expression was one of confusion. 

Even though mie xuanling was beautiful and flawless, Chen Xiaobei could not be so thick-skinned as to 

admit that they had a vague relationship. 

He could only try to persuade her nicely,”don’t say such things out of anger!” If it really affects me, I’ll 

just leave!” 

 I … I know …  mie xuanling’s expression froze for a moment. She also felt that she had been a little 

impulsive. She blushed and her eyes were filled with shyness. 

After entering the Blessed Grotto-heaven, it was as if he had entered a world of white jade. 

Everything he could see around him was carved out of the pure heart dustless Saint Jade. 

Although there were no luxurious decorations or objects, the most basic tables, chairs, and beds were 

still there. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei was not one to indulge in luxury. So, he did not care about those superficial 

things. It was already good enough that he had a safe place to stay. 

Of course, other than the tables, chairs, and bed. 

In this paradisiacal land, there was an area specially used for cultivation. 

In the middle of this area, there was a Lotus futon carved out of white jade. The surrounding ground and 

walls were carved with countless runes, which seemed to form some kind of special array that could be 

of great help to cultivation. 

“This is a Supreme sacred-annihilation-level extreme divine destruction origin formation! Cultivating in 

this formation could greatly increase one’s cultivation speed! This is also something that master 

specially arranged for me!” 



Mie xuanling said,’if you’re bored, you can try activating the formation to cultivate! You can use the 

Saint Origin Energy here as you wish! Maybe you’ll have a chance to break through to the next realm!” 
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there’s still a chance to break through a major realm? ” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up and he was very excited. 

After all, breaking through to the next realm was always a troublesome bottleneck for Chen Xiaobei. As 

long as he could break through this bottleneck, he would be able to obtain a huge boost in his 

cultivation. 

On the other hand, if he could not break through this bottleneck, then he would not be able to use the 

endless Saint Qi around him. 

Just thinking about it made him feel like he had suffered a huge loss. 

“There will be a chance!” 

Mie xuanling said, ” this array is at the level of a Supreme sacred ancestor. The lower the cultivation 

base, the better the effect!  The closer a person’s cultivation is to the level of a Supreme sacred 

ancestor, the less effective the formation will be!” 

 I still remember when I first started cultivating, with the support of this magical formation, I could 

almost ignore the bottleneck of the next realm and break through at an extremely fast speed!  

 however, after I reached the eight star divine ancestor realm, the help that the formation gave me 

began to gradually decrease. Now, even if I want to break through a small realm, I need some special 

opportunities, and the difficulty has increased greatly!  

It was obvious that the higher the cultivation realm, the more difficult it would be. 

After reaching a certain level, even breaking through a small realm would have a bottleneck that could 

not be easily broken through. 

It was precisely because of this that cultivation became extremely difficult after one reached the seven 

Star divine ancestor realm. 

As a result, the number of people above the seven Star divine ancestor rank had also decreased. 

For example, the Supreme divine ancestor clans at the top of the ladder only had about 150 people who 

were above the seven Star divine ancestor level. 

There were only four Supreme divine ancestor clans in the first echelon. In other words, there were only 

about 600 people above the seven Star divine ancestor realm from the four great clans. 

As for the second and third Echelon teams, the number of Seven Star divine ancestors and above would 

be greatly reduced. 

In other words, there were only about a thousand Seven Star divine ancestor level experts in the world. 
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It was conceivable that after reaching the seven Star divine ancestor realm, just having enough Saint 

origin power wouldn’t be able to solve the problem of breaking through. Many times, a bottleneck 

might appear in a small realm and stop you. 

If not for this, with the full support of the Supreme holy ancestor, the amount of Saint Origin energy and 

resources mie xuanling could use would be almost unlimited! However, her cultivation realm was stuck 

at the early stage of Nine Star divine ancestor! 

“I understand!” 

 yes!  Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, ” since my cultivation is still low, this formation is more effective on 

me. There is indeed a chance that I can break through to the next realm! I will seize this opportunity!” 

For now, it would be difficult for Chen Xiaobei to get his hands on the four star divine ancestor’s body. 

The bottleneck of his cultivation level was a huge obstacle. 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei would not let go of any chance to break through this bottleneck. 

“Hmm, in that case, you can cultivate on your own first! I’m going to pay a visit to master and tell him 

what has happened recently to see what his next plan is. After that, I’ll come back and discuss the next 

Alliance plan with you!” 

Mie xuanling left the White jade Grotto-heaven after giving some simple instructions. 

He flew up along the main peak of the mountain range and rushed into the depths of the sky. A 

mysterious fluctuation appeared in the spatial law and directly transported mie xuanling up to the 

legendary Supreme domain of Holy extermination. 

It was clear that only those who had been acknowledged by the Supreme holy ancestor could pass 

through the barrier of spatial law. 

Any ordinary person would not even be qualified to step into the Supreme realm of Holy extermination. 

“Whoosh …” 

After that, Chen Xiaobei quickly sat cross-legged on the White-Jade sacred lotus futon, activated the 

formation, and began to cultivate 

With the help of the formation, Chen Xiaobei felt his entire body relax. Even his spirit, Qi, and spirit were 

adjusted to a perfect state. 

Without a doubt, cultivating in such a state would naturally increase the speed, effect, and efficiency of 

cultivation! 

The speed was faster, and he could use his cultivation technique more times in the same amount of 

time! 

The effect was even better. Every time he completed the cultivation technique, he would be able to 

obtain a greater increase in strength! 

It was more efficient. When one’s cultivation was relatively low, it was easier to break through each 

bottleneck than others! 



There was no doubt that this Supreme Saint ancestor level array was the Supreme array that any 

cultivator could only dream of. The benefits it could bring were needless to say! 

“Whoosh …” 

Of course, to save time and increase the chances of reaching the breakthrough, Chen Xiaobei also 

activated the three-star divine ancestor sunlight cache to speed up the time. 

Just like that, Chen Xiaobei entered a state that he had never entered before. 

This state was to use time as the price to forcefully pursue an opportunity and achieve a breakthrough. 

In fact, most people in the world broke through in this way. 

If one could not take the initiative to find an opportunity, one could only rely on a long period of time to 

endure, passively waiting for the opportunity to descend on one’s body, and from there obtain the 

opportunity to break through. 

Chen Xiaobei did not like this method. After all, there was a high chance that he would not be able to 

gain anything even after a long period of suffering. 

However, Chen Xiaobei was different from most people! 

This was because Chen Xiaobei had the full support of a holy ancestor level formation. In this torturous 

waiting process, his chances of obtaining an opportunity were much higher than ordinary people! 

It was as difficult as winning the lottery for ordinary people to wait for a chance to break through. 

Chen Xiaobei was also waiting to win the lottery. Other people might need to win seven numbers to win 

the lottery, but Chen Xiaobei only needed to win three numbers to win the lottery with the help of the 

array! 

Because of this, under such circumstances, it might not be a bad idea to use this method to take a 

gamble! 

It was better than doing nothing! 

However, things didn’t go as smoothly as I had imagined. 

After Chen Xiaobei had been cultivating for a while, there was a commotion outside the White jade 

Grotto-heaven. 

According to mie xuanling, this mountain was extremely vast. There were hundreds of people in the 

mountain, and they would almost never encounter each other unless the other party came to find them. 

However, even if someone else came, they would be looking for mie xuanling. 

In order to avoid trouble, Chen Xiaobei had planned to ignore the noise outside and wait for mie 

xuanling to come back. 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei heard a familiar voice from outside the grotto-heaven. 

And it was all for Chen Xiaobei. 



“Young master beixuan! I know you’re inside! I advise you to come out immediately! Otherwise, I 

guarantee you’ll regret it!” 

This voice was very arrogant. 

It was none other than mie xuanyu whom he had met earlier! 
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4617 Secretly paying attention! 

In fact, Chen Xiaobei had already sensed the lecherous and dark aura around mie xuanyu when they 

were at mie xuanling’s house. 

Therefore, even though mie xuanyu had been very friendly and friendly, Chen Xiaobei did not have a 

good impression of him. 

As expected, mie xuanyu had caught up to Chen Xiaobei. One look and you can tell that they’re here 

with ill intentions! 

Initially, Chen Xiaobei wanted to wait for mie xuanling to come back and deal with it. 

However, now that the other party had pointed out that they were coming for him, Chen Xiaobei had no 

reason to wait any longer! 

After all, Chen Xiaobei was never a coward who would hide behind a woman! 

Chen Xiaobei stopped cultivating, put away the three-star divine ancestor sunlight cache, and walked to 

the entrance of the White jade Grotto-heaven! 

Whoosh … Whoosh … 

At this moment, as there were outsiders approaching, the guarding formation outside the White jade 

Grotto-heaven had been activated automatically, blocking the outsiders outside. 

This was also the main reason why mie xuanyu could only clamor outside and was unable to step into 

the grotto-heaven. 

At the same time, mie xuanyu was not the only one who appeared outside. 

There were also a dozen or so arrogant-looking hedonistic sons of rich families. If there were no 

accidents, they were all the second generation of the core upper echelons of the Holy extermination 

clan. To put it bluntly, they were mie xuanyu’s group of scoundrels. 

“Little brat! You are indeed here!” 

Mie xuanyu sneered and stood at the front of the crowd. He said in a weird tone, ” “I could tell that 

there was something going on between you and my sister! As expected, my sister brought you here 

right after you were kicked out of our house!” 

Before Chen Xiaobei could say anything, his gang of scoundrels started to mock him! 
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“You little brat! How dare you be with goddess xuanling! Do you think you’re worthy?” 

“Senior Sister Xuan Ling has always been our unparalleled goddess! We’re so outstanding, but we don’t 

dare to covet Senior Sister xuanling! How dare a useless ant like you have designs on Senior Sister 

xuanling! You really don’t know your own strength!” 

“Why don’t you take a look at your own face? Trash like you with no family background aren’t even 

worthy of carrying goddess xuanling’s shoes!” 

“Little bastard! Get out here! You’re not allowed to touch the White jade Grotto-heaven used by 

goddess xuanling!” 

“Get out here! Ever since the White jade Grotto-heaven had been built, not even the Holy extermination 

Supreme holy ancestor had entered it! How can a little trash like you be allowed to stay inside?” 

“Get out here! Get out …” 

All of a sudden, mie xuanyu’s scoundrels and friends were shouting and cursing at Chen Xiaobei. Their 

eyes were filled with anger, as if they were going to burn Chen Xiaobei to death. 

On one hand, in their eyes, Chen Xiaobei was like an ant, lowly, weak, and lowly. 

On the other hand, to them, mie xuanling was a dream goddess that they could only look up to. She was 

high and mighty, and no one dared to covet her! 

However, at this moment, the lowly and weak ant had actually developed a subtle relationship with the 

perfect goddess. 

It was not hard to imagine how envious, jealous, and hateful the people around him were! 

In fact, if the news spread, Chen Xiaobei would become the biggest Public Enemy of all the men in the 

Holy extermination clan! 

Chen Xiaobei felt a little helpless. 

But more than that, he was unhappy. 

Chen Xiaobei had wanted to go out and explain to them. 

However, at this moment, none of the people present were reasonable. Each one was more arrogant 

and overbearing than the last! Each one was more hurtful than the last! 

Because of that, Chen Xiaobei stopped and stood at the center of the formation. 

The corner of Chen Xiaobei’s mouth lifted, and he retorted with a half-smile, ” “A bunch of idiots! 

Whether I’m qualified or not, whether I’m worthy of being with Xuan Ling, it’s not up to you guys to 

decide. It’s up to Xuan Ling!” 

“At this moment, I’m standing inside and you’re standing outside. This is the best answer! This only 

proves that you are not as good as me! In my eyes, you’re just a bunch of clowns!” 



“The more you clamor, the more narrow-minded you are! It only proves that you so-called 

powerhouses, so-called big shots, are all envious and jealous of me! Not only am I not angry, I even feel 

like laughing!” 

It was clear that Chen Xiaobei was not someone to be bullied. 

Since the other party was so unreasonable, Chen Xiaobei did not hold back. He retaliated and made 

them speechless. 

“You … Y-y-you …” 

Everyone, including mie xuanyu, was frozen on the spot. A dozen mouths could not win against Chen 

Xiaobei’s mouth. 

One by one, they were so angry that their eyes were wide open and their teeth were bared. Their faces 

were red and hot. 

After all, they were the young masters of the core upper echelons of the Holy extermination clan. 

Normally, people would only be envious of them. 

However, at this moment, they were all envious and jealous of Chen Xiaobei. 

More importantly, Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation was only at the peak of a three-star divine ancestor. In 

their eyes, he was like an ant! 

With their status, they were envious of a useless ant. If this news were to spread, not only would they 

lose face, but even the families behind them would lose face! 

“What a sharp-tongued brat!” 

Mie xuanyu squinted his eyes and said viciously, ” “This world is the world of the strong! Don’t tell me 

you think that you can get the world’s approval just by talking?” 

A provocation! 

This was a blatant challenge! 

Clearly, mie xuanyu could not win against Chen Xiaobei in an argument. So, he decided to use force to 

crush Chen Xiaobei! 

At the same time, the surrounding crowd also began to clamor. 

“Well said! This was the world of the strong! Trash like you, who only knows how to hide in a woman’s 

bed, will always be the most lowly and trashy scum!” 

“Little brat! If you have the guts, then come out! Don’t hide in the array! Do you dare to?” 

“Isn’t that obvious? How could that little trash dare to stand up? If he dares to take even half a step, any 

one of us here can crush him to death with a finger!” 

“Well said! Trash will always be trash! Even if you lend him 10000 guts, he would definitely not dare to 

stand up!” 



All of a sudden, everyone’s focus was on their cultivation. They were certain that Chen Xiaobei would 

not dare to come out, so they began to mock Chen Xiaobei like crazy, trying to get back all the face they 

had lost! 

At the same time, above the Holy extermination Supreme domain … 

In a mysterious and illusory Black Palace. 

The Supreme divine ancestor and mie xuanling were watching everything that was happening on Chen 

Xiaobei’s side through a light screen. 

The Supreme holy ancestor’s expression was indifferent, while mie xuanling was a little nervous. 

They were all watching Chen Xiaobei. 
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 this kid is that young genius who overstepped his cultivation realm and defeated his opponent in life 

ending city!?  

Within the Holy extermination’s Supreme domain, a deep and majestic voice came from the center of 

the Black Palace. As the voice fluctuated, the black Holy Radiance around the palace also fluctuated! 

It was as if the entire space was closely related to the owner of the voice. Any slight movement of his 

could cause fluctuations in the surrounding! 

There was no mistake! 

This was the Supreme holy ancestor! 

A giant screen in the palace was showing the images of Chen Xiaobei, mie xuanyu, and the others. 

 Yes, Master. The North Mystic Divine ancestor is a super genius who can fight above his realm!  

Mie xuanling said seriously,’I want to form an alliance with him and plan some actions together! I hope 

shizun can allow it!” 

Mie xuanling was a trustworthy person. She did not mention a single word about the Saint-killer curse, 

only mentioning her alliance with Chen Xiaobei. 

This meant that as long as the Holy extermination Supreme divine ancestor approved of the Alliance, it 

would mean that he had acknowledged Chen Xiaobei! 

With the approval of the Supreme holy ancestor, Chen Xiaobei would be able to live in the White jade 

Grotto-heaven and mie xuanyu and the others would not dare to provoke him! 

However, mie xuanling seemed to have thought too simply of the matter! 

“It’s this kid who exposed your clone and caused your undercover mission to fail, right?” 
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The Supreme holy ancestor did not comment on the Alliance, but he was angry at Chen Xiaobei’s 

previous mistake. He did not have a good impression of Chen Xiaobei. 

Of course, this was completely understandable. After all, the Supreme holy ancestor had spent a lot of 

time and energy on this mission to kill Xuan Ling. 

From the creation of the White jade Grotto-heaven to the later stages of capturing the netherworld 

Saint ancestor without anyone knowing, and finally letting the clone of miexuan spirit replace the 

netherworld Saint ancestor. 

This series of operations required a huge price to be paid, and there was also the risk of failure. 

It was not easy for them to complete the mission, but in the end, Chen Xiaobei’s carelessness had ruined 

it. 

Anyone else would’ve been furious, let alone the Supreme holy ancestor. 

 this … This time, it was indeed the North profound divine ancestor who exposed my avatar …  

Mie xuanling composed himself and said solemnly, ” “But the North Mystic Divine ancestor also saved 

my life from that old bastard xuanzhao! If it wasn’t for the beixuan divine ancestor, I would have died at 

the hands of that old bastard xuanzhao! If that happens, my clone will die as well, and the undercover 

mission will still fail!” 

Clearly, mie xuanling had just said that if Chen Xiaobei did not save her, she would still fail her mission as 

a spy. 

“Nonsense! If he didn’t save you, I would have killed him!” 

The Supreme holy ancestor said in a serious tone,”He caused you to fail your mission. This is a capital 

crime! Since he saved your life, I’ll consider his merits offset his faults! I’ve already done my part by not 

pursuing this matter!” 

 master, you’re wise …  mie xuanling was grateful to Chen Xiaobei and thought that she should repay 

him, but she did not dare to go against the words of the Supreme divine ancestor. 

“As for the Alliance, I will not agree to it!” 

“Not only is this ant’s cultivation base weak, but it’s also reckless and reckless. It’s not the kind of person 

who can achieve great things!” The Supreme Holy destruction Saint continued. Forming an alliance with 

him will only make the foolishness of failing the mission reappear!” 

“No, master!” 

“Although the northern Mystic Divine ancestor isn’t strong, his wisdom and state of mind are very, very 

outstanding!” Mie xuanling tried her best to defend herself. He’s able to stay calm in the face of the 

Saint burial and the demonized great saint Supreme divine ancestors and retreat with his disciples 

unscathed!” 

“Hmph! That’s just a little trick!” 



“Let’s go to another place and see if he can escape unscathed!” The Supreme holy ancestor said 

disdainfully. 

 this …  mie xuanling was instantly speechless. 

Indeed, the reason why Chen Xiaobei and mie xuanling were able to escape from the two Supreme 

divine ancestors was because they were in the right place. With the help of the elder of ten thousand 

DAOs ‘dimension door, they were able to shake off their enemies. 

If they were in any other place, Chen Xiaobei and mie xuanling would not have been able to escape! 

There wasn’t even the slightest chance! 

“Alright, it’s decided! Don’t you speak up for that kid!” 

The Supreme holy ancestor said indifferently,”Go down now and tell him to leave Saint perishing 

mountain. From now on, you’re not allowed to have any contact with him!” 

“Master …” 

Mie xuanling had always been obedient to the Supreme holy ancestor, but this time, she didn’t know 

where she found the courage to continue arguing.   the North Mystic Divine ancestor is really not as 

weak as you think. I swear on my life that the North Mystic Divine ancestor will definitely be a great help 

to us in the future!  

The main reason why mie xuanling supported Chen Xiaobei so firmly was because she had seen the 

power of the one word Saint-killer curse with her own eyes! He had personally witnessed the terror of 

the ten thousand Dao secret realm and nine heart turtle ancestor! 

In fact, if mie xuanling told him these secrets, the Supreme divine ancestor would definitely change his 

attitude toward Chen Xiaobei. 

Unfortunately, Chen Xiaobei had already warned miexuan Ling not to reveal these secrets. 

Mie xuanling had also kept her promise and kept her mouth shut about the secret. She had no choice 

but to continue to put in a good word for Chen Xiaobei. 

“What a joke!” 

The Supreme holy ancestor said disdainfully,”Look at that kid. He only dared to hide in the formation of 

the White jade Grotto-heaven in the face of mie xuanyu and the others ‘taunts and insults! If he can’t 

even deal with these small fries, what right does he have to be our greatest help?” 

It was obvious that in the eyes of the Supreme holy ancestor, mie xuanyu and his friends were just a 

bunch of insignificant minions. 

On the screen, Chen Xiaobei was still standing in the formation of the White jade Grotto-heaven, as if he 

was afraid of mie xuanyu and the others. 

The Holy extermination clan revered martial strength and worshipped the strong! They looked down on 

cowards like Chen Xiaobei who had no guts and no backbone. He was a coward who could swallow his 

anger when someone peed and defecated on his head! 



That was why the Supreme divine ancestor did not like Chen Xiaobei and would never agree to an 

Alliance between Chen Xiaobei and mie xuanling. 

“Whoosh …” 

However, at this moment, an image that the Supreme holy ancestor and mie xuanling had never 

dreamed of appeared on the light screen. 

This scene was like an invisible slap to the face of the Supreme holy ancestor. 

Chen Xiaobei walked out of the formation of the White jade Grotto-heaven and was going to kill Xuan Yu 

and the others! 
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4619 A test! 

 how … How is this possible?!  

The Supreme holy ancestor and mie xuanling both exclaimed in disbelief. 

 mie xuanyu is clearly here with ill intentions. How dare that beixuan kid walk out of the array’s 

protection? Is he tired of living?” 

A look of disbelief appeared on the Supreme holy ancestor’s face. He couldn’t believe his eyes. 

After all, just a second ago, the Supreme holy ancestor was mocking Chen Xiaobei for not daring to step 

out of the formation and not being able to take care of mie xuanyu and his minions. 

Chen Xiaobei actually walked out of the room. 

The Supreme Holy extermination had never imagined that something like this would happen, and he felt 

his face burn. 

 what’s the North Mystic Divine ancestor doing?!  

At the same time, mie xuanling was extremely worried.  “Although the beixuan divine ancestor can fight 

someone one realm higher, mie xuanyu’s cultivation has already reached the early stage of six-star 

divine ancestor, which is three realms higher than the beixuan divine ancestor! There’s no chance of 

winning!” 

Clearly, mie xuanling did not know Chen Xiaobei’s true strength. 

However, mie xuanling knew very well what kind of people her half-brother and his gang of scoundrels 

were. 

Tyrannical, bullying the weak, killing innocents, and bloodthirsty! 

Under such circumstances, if Chen Xiaobei were to clash with them, he would most likely die! 

Because of this, mie xuanling was very worried and worried that something might happen to Chen 

Xiaobei! 
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“Master! I will go down now! We can’t let mie xuanyu act recklessly!” 

Mie xuanling could not care about anything else. She had to protect Chen Xiaobei now or his life would 

really be in danger. 

“You’re not allowed to go!” 

However, at this moment, the Supreme holy ancestor suddenly said, ” “Didn’t you want beixuan to form 

an alliance with you? Now, it’s time to test him!” 

 a test!?  

Mie xuanling was stunned and looked at the Supreme holy ancestor in confusion. 

“Right! This is a test for that kid from beixuan!” 

“If he can take care of mie xuanyu and the others, it means that he has great potential,” the Supreme 

holy ancestor said in a deep voice.”I can agree to let him form an alliance with you to carry out some 

important missions together! On the other hand, if he can’t even get rid of these small fries, then he’s 

not qualified to form an alliance with you at all, let alone carry out important missions!” 

“This …” 

Mie xuanling was stunned for a moment before he said worriedly, ” “Master! How could anyone pass 

the test that was three major realms higher than them? Are you trying to kill the North profound divine 

ancestor?” 

“No, no, no! This Lord didn’t want him to die! He’s the one who walked out of the array’s protection!” 

“The reason is simple,” the Supreme holy ancestor said coldly.”If he had the strength, he would’ve been 

able to survive! If he didn’t have the strength and only wanted to show off, then he had brought this on 

himself! It has nothing to do with this Lord!” 

It was clear that even though the words of the Supreme divine ancestor made sense, the truth was that 

the Supreme divine ancestor wanted to see Chen Xiaobei die. 

After all, Chen Xiaobei had just slapped the face of the Supreme holy ancestor. 

Now, the Supreme holy ancestor was trying to prove that he was not wrong and that Chen Xiaobei was 

just trying to act tough and asking for death. 

In such a situation, mie xuanling could no longer refute and could only admit defeat.  “Master! This 

disciple was wrong! I don’t want to form an alliance with the northern Mystic Divine ancestor anymore! 

Master, please allow me to go and stop the dispute! I promise that I’ll immediately drive the North 

Mystic Divine ancestor away and never have any dealings with him again!” 

Mie xuanling did not think that Chen Xiaobei would be able to fight someone three levels above him. 

Moreover, mie xuanyu was not the only early-stage six-star divine ancestor among the group of people. 

If a conflict really broke out, Chen Xiaobei would not have the slightest chance of winning. 

He wouldn’t even have the slightest chance of survival. 



Because of this, mie xuanling had no choice but to compromise. As long as she could keep Chen Xiaobei 

alive, she was willing to accept all of the Supreme divine ancestor’s requests. She was willing to get rid 

of Chen Xiaobei and cut off all ties with him! 

However! 

Although mie xuanling had made a huge concession, the Supreme holy ancestor had no intention of 

changing his mind! 

“No!” 

The Supreme holy ancestor said with certainty,”You’re my disciple, so you can’t show any mercy! You 

must never have the slightest bit of pity for the life and death of others! Otherwise, it will affect your 

judgment, and in future missions, it will cause immeasurable consequences!” 

 I …  hearing this, mie xuanling’s brows furrowed deeply. She looked very helpless. 

Mie xuanling couldn’t resist the Supreme holy ancestor, the Holy extermination! 

In fact, the Supreme holy ancestor’s words were flawless, and mie xuanling didn’t even have a reason to 

defend himself! 

If mie xuanling did not even care about the important mission that concerned her entire clan for Chen 

Xiaobei, she would be considered disloyal, unfilial, unkind, and unrighteous. She might even be severely 

punished by the Supreme holy ancestor! 

Miexuan Ling had no other choice but to accept everything and pray for Chen Xiaobei! They hoped that 

a miracle would happen and Chen Xiaobei would survive! 

“Let’s watch the show! It should be over soon! One look is one less look!” 

The Supreme divine ancestor’s tone was disdainful and even disinterested. He did not think that Chen 

Xiaobei could do anything. 

…… 

At the same time, in front of the White jade Grotto-heaven. 

“Little trash! I’ve really underestimated you, how dare you f * cking stand out?” 

Mie xuanyu and his friends were all looking at Chen Xiaobei in disbelief. 

Just a moment ago, they were still mocking and insulting Chen Xiaobei, saying that even if Chen Xiaobei 

had 10000 guts, he would not dare to stand up for them. 

However, Chen Xiaobei had just stepped out of the formation’s protection and was standing right in 

front of them! 

This was equivalent to using actual actions to blow up their stinky faces! 

They felt extremely embarrassed! 



If word of this got out, even the families behind them would be greatly humiliated and become the 

laughingstock of the Holy extermination clan. 

“Why would I not dare to come out?” 

Chen Xiaobei’s face was calm, and his heart was not moved at all.  “It’s not that I’m targeting anyone, 

but everyone here is weak!” 

“Motherf * cker! You little waste! You still dare to act tough when you’re about to die?” 

 f * ck!  mie xuanyu was the first one to curse.  I can crush a useless ant like you eight thousand times 

with one finger!  

“Is that so? Let’s try it then!” Chen Xiaobei shrugged nonchalantly. 
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 “Try it? F * ck! You don’t know what’s good for you?” 

Mie xuanyu felt like he had been provoked. He glared at Chen Xiaobei and bared his teeth like a hungry 

dog, ready to pounce on Chen Xiaobei and bite him. 

At the same time, his friends were also looking at Chen Xiaobei as if he was a lunatic. 

After all, in their eyes, Chen Xiaobei was only a peak three-star divine ancestor. Even the weakest of 

them was many times stronger than Chen Xiaobei. 

Because of that, Chen Xiaobei’s provocation was the stupidest thing they could do. 

“Young master Xuan Yu! This kind of ant isn’t worthy for you to make a move!” 

At this time, a man with a gloomy face stood out and grinned hideously.  “Among the brothers, my 

actions are the weakest. Let me take care of this kid!” 

“Yes, you’re right!” 

Mie xuanyu nodded and said, ” this little trash is indeed not worthy of me. Even if I kill him, I won’t have 

any face!  I’ll leave him to you!” 

Clearly, in mie xuanyu’s eyes, Chen Xiaobei was extremely weak. Even if he could kill Chen Xiaobei, it 

would not be a big deal. It would be like crushing an ant, insignificant and would dirty his own hands! 

And this man who took the initiative to ask for a fight was called mie duoluo, and he was the weakest 

among this group of scoundrels! 

If this person were to attack and trample on Chen Xiaobei, making Chen Xiaobei kowtow to him, wail in 

pain, and beg for mercy, mie xuanyu would be happy and at peace! 

“Watch me! I’ll definitely make him wish he was dead!” 

Mie tuoluo’s eyebrows twitched, and he sneered disdainfully as he approached Chen Xiaobei. 

Seeing this scene, the surrounding people all sneered in disdain. 
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“You little brat! Do you know what it means to be struck by lightning for acting tough? You’re the most 

typical example of being struck by lightning! Hahaha …” 

“Even though duoluo mie has the weakest cultivation base among us, he has already reached the early 

stage of five star divine ancestor! He’s two major realms higher than you! Dealing with you is like killing 

a chicken with a dragon-slaying knife!” 

“There must be something wrong with this little waste’s brain! He could’ve hidden in the protective 

array and be a turtle, but he had to come out and die! His brain was really filled with water! Oh, no… It’s 

feces!” 

“You’re right! I’ve never seen such a stupid person in my life! In order to act tough, you actually threw 

away your own life!” 

“This kind of pretentious d * ck is destined to die an ugly death! Just watch! Let’s see how duoluoluo 

annihilates him!” 

…… 

All of a sudden, everyone had gloating expressions on their faces as they crossed their arms and began 

to watch the show. 

“Whoosh …” 

At the same time, mie duoluo had also condensed an extremely powerful Saint Origin Energy. 

A vast amount of Saint Origin Energy was like a heavenly River that flowed down from the sky. 

The tremendous energy fluctuations caused the heavens and earth to tremble, as if they were being 

pulled by this Saint Origin Energy to be used as a weapon to destroy the duoluoluo. 

“Little brat! Did you see that?” 

A disdainful sneer appeared on duoluo’s face as he arrogantly said,”This is the power of an early-stage 

five star divine ancestor! You don’t have the slightest chance of winning! Of course, I won’t use my full 

strength, or you’ll be turned into ashes in an instant. It won’t be fun then!” 

“You’re so long-winded!” 

Even so, Chen Xiaobei’s face was filled with impatience. 

He didn’t dare to be fearless and instead couldn’t wait to start a war. 

“What?” 

When mie tuoluo heard this, he immediately felt like he had been provoked. He roared in anger,”You’re 

about to die, and you still dare to provoke me, you …” 

“Woof!” 

In the next instant, before duolo extermination could finish his words … 



In the air, a black sword Qi was suddenly slashed out. It brought with it an incomparably heavy and 

terrifying killing intent that directly enveloped the entire space. 

“This …” 

Instantly, mie duoluo’s brows furrowed deeply, showing extreme fear. 

However, the speed and power of the black sword Qi had reached the mid-stage five-star divine 

ancestor realm, so it crushed duoluo. 

Before duoluo mie could even say a second word, his sea of Qi and dantian had been pierced through. 

His Saint Soul had been destroyed, and his soul had been destroyed! 

In just an instant, the duoluoluo was directly killed, completely dead! 

This scene happened so quickly that the surrounding people did not even have time to react before 

duoluo mie was already dead! 

“It’s finally quiet!” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged nonchalantly. There was no change in his expression, not even his emotions. 

It was as if he had just crushed an annoying fly, which was completely insignificant. 

 this … How is this possible?!  

The next moment, mie xuanyu and his friends finally reacted and shrieked in fear. 

After all, just a second ago, they were all gloating over Chen Xiaobei’s misfortune, waiting for him to be 

tortured, tortured, and finally, kneel down and beg for mercy! 

However, duoluoluo had been killed by Chen Xiaobei in a single strike. He did not even have the chance 

to beg for mercy! 

This scene had an unparalleled impact on everyone present! 

For a moment, mie xuanyu and his friends were all shocked to the deepest part of their souls. Their eyes 

were bigger than a bull’s and their mouths were so wide open that their jaws seemed to have 

dislocated! 

The entire place fell into a deathly silence. One could even hear the rapid breathing and heartbeats of 

mie xuanyu and his friends! 

…… 

At the same time, within the Black Palace within the Holy extermination Supreme domain. 

The Supreme holy ancestor and mie xuanling also had the same expression. 

“Is … Is this true?” 

Mie xuanling’s eyes widened and her mouth was agape. Her pretty face was filled with shock and she 

couldn’t help but swallow her saliva. She couldn’t believe her eyes! 



“Impossible … This is impossible … This kid can kill an enemy two realms higher than him? What … What 

kind of monster is this!” 

After all, the Supreme Holy extermination was one of the most powerful figures in the world, so he 

managed to keep his expression in check. 

However, in his heart, there was an unprecedented storm. 

Shocking! They were shocked! He was stunned! He even had his three views shattered, directly 

suspecting if he was dreaming! 

After all, it was rumored that the North Mystic Divine ancestor had defeated an enemy one cultivation 

realm higher than him in life ending city. This was an unprecedented miracle that shocked the entire 

Holy extermination clan! 

But now, the Supreme holy ancestor had just witnessed Chen Xiaobei killing an enemy two levels higher 

than him! 

This was already above miracles! It was simply too shocking to be described with words! 

However, the next second, Chen Xiaobei said something even more shocking! 


